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About This Game
In the marvelous Japanese garden, blooming cherry blossom - the Empress was walking. Evil and treacherous ninjas kidnapped
her and hid in a red pagoda. It is time for you, you must save the Empress. Go through all the floors of the pagoda and free the
empress.
Colorful hand-drawn game-runner, with musical motifs of Japan. You must run through all the floors of the pagoda and do not
fall into the trap. The higher you rise, the harder it becomes to play, the various enemies and traps will not let you relax. At the
end of the game you will find the main villain - the dragon.
Collected crystals at the level you can spend on the outfit of the hero.
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Title: Time Ninja Sakura
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10
Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM
Storage: 300 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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time ninja sakura. time ninja sakura steam
Imagine Tetris, but each block is one square, and the square has one or more arrows on it. You cannot move the blocks around
and drop them where you want like you can in Tetris. They just fall and mix things up. If it reaches the top, you lose, just like in
Tetris. The game consists of clicking on a square, and a light pops out and goes up to three spaces away, lighting up any other
blocks of the same color, following those blocks' arrows as well. If you light up three or more blocks, they each disappear, and
the other blocks fall lower, Tetris style.
The problem is that sometimes you just can't find a match. Tetris is always engaging, even when it's moving slow, in my
opinion. However, with Tidalis, there were periods of 60 seconds or so, where I was just staring, without 3 blocks that I could
match, waiting on more to fall, and it could take a while. I believe you can speed it up, a bit, but I think the lack of things to do
at times in this game is a fundamental flaw. I don't like Tetris better because of nostalgia. I will sell the original Super Mario
Bros out to any game I think is better, and same with Tetris. However, Tidalis is not superior to Tetris, or even on the same
playing field. It's kinda like rebooting a film when the original was great. Reboot something that is garbage and make it better.
Tidalis should have been a spin on a game that needed improvements; not on a fairly perfectly-designed game, at least in my
opinion.. As qwertyafro says, this train is like a ghost train. Lots of recycled sounds and sometimes none at all. Psyche Soldier is
an incredibly fun and thoughtfully put together game. I would 100% recommend this VR game. Psyche Soldier's unique premise
is captured quite well because of how in each level I actually experience through the voices and the types of shadows
encountered that negative psyche I am trying to conquer. The movement required at each level is just right and exhilarating.
With shadows approaching in many directions, there is never a dull moment.
As a player in the game, I used light emanating from one hand to keep the dark shadows at bay as they tried to take me down,
and I used the other hand to cast energy to take the shadows down.
The game really requires in-the-moment strategy adjustments that have you constantly looking around, moving your light,
changing your casters, and moving your body to dodge attacks by the shadows. It's not a mindless game; the constant strategy
adjustment and dodging aspects are so much fun. I enjoyed the game so much I had not realized how long I had played it, and I
experienced a "longing" to play the game afterwards.
This game captures why VR should take-off and highlights the benefits of VR: an action-packed game with a worthwhile
mission that moves your body and engages your mind.
The game is great as is. Also, it's just as much fun to watch someone play as it is to play because of all of the action, so this
would be a great game to have on hand for a party or for a family.
The first virtual reality games I played were Space Pirate Trainer and Zombie Training Simulator, which were new and fun, but
Psyche Soldier kicks their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because the game has a more engaging premise and provides more
variety in gameplay.. The action in the game is great. But it just feels the game is not finished.
Lots of textures flicker. Lots of glitches. And not to mention the fact that it randomly crashes. If you don't save frequently you'll
have a bad surprise.
But on the other hand the game itself has something that newer games tend to lose over the years and versions.
If it wasn't for all the glitches in the game it would keep up with modern games very well.
If it was cheaper I would recommend it. But at 10 EUR is way to pricey. There are recent releases that are cheaper than this that
came out in 2006.
IMO this game would be worth it at 2-3 EUR.. The game that started it all! Much more simple than the sequels, but that relative
simplicity is as much an asset as anything else; the game is thankfully free of the annoying timed puzzle levels that bottleneck
the later games and with only a few types of units you can focus on slowly taking over the map. The only things I really miss
from the future installments is the ability to actually detroy creeper spawners and a more robust upgrade system to make turtling
even more rewarding and powerful.. Terrible straight PS port, no PC options, game menus map to PS controllers, no effort
whatsoever was put into porting this game to PC.. The game is interesting, and the music is pretty cool, but that's where it ends. I
finished the game in 50 minutes, and probably 20 minutes or so of this was spent idling. The game is extremely short, and only
mildly entertaining. If you want 30-45 minutes of mild entertainment that heavily falls off near or slightly past the halfway mark
buy this. If this game is extremely discounted, you may also want to buy it. It's definitely not worth the $5 base price, only $1 at
best. I feel like I wasted my money, and my time.
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Bottom line, it looks cool and sounds kinda cool, but ultimately fails as a game. The objectives are boring, monotonus, tedious,
and even aggravating at times.. Fun, deceptively complex, casual game. Has quite a bit of replayability.
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There's a bug in the bonus chapter that stops you from picking up the mold. I'm so sad that's where my Awakening adventures
ends.. this game is already qute good. Not fun. The space parts were cool but the voice acting is awful.. This game was a
surprise! I was expecting something like Fairy Solitaire, but has much more the RPG feeling and the RPG elements. And on top
of all, keeps my poker knowledge fresh:)
I can definetely recommend this game as a Casual, Relaxing, Adventure with nice visuals.
and for 1,80euro...it's a steal!. That was brrilaint , so GREAT ! Acting , stunts brill. good if you're too poor for nuclear throne,
but It's actually a good game and really fun
they release updates quite frequently.. I bought this VN thinking it was a complete joke, but man this thing got me hooked. Like
hands down amazing. From the Voice Acting to the art and the animation as well. Great job to all of the devs who worked on it.
Really looking forward to Episode 2 and the rest. Going to buy the Soundtrack cause that's also amazing.
10\/10 Would recommend even at full price
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